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Testimony by Li Cobian regarding RP 7570 on
Thank you . I appreciate LD addressing our concerns . I request from LD to specify what entity is manageing the park and
collecting the gate fees . It appears their are two entities involved ; HMA Hawaii Motorsports Association, Inc and a
Hawaii Motorsports Affiliations Corporation and which one it is appears to depend on who’s asking and Why . I request
from the Board under the added recommendations request the 501c(7) tax exempt non profit “ status” of the permittee .
In addition I would like to inform the Board that the permittee HMA has revoked my membership at the Kahuku Track
. It is no secret that I have been vocal with my concerns . HMA has stated that if anyone criticizes the Management they
don't have to ride there and their concerns are not welcomed . I tried to purchase a membership online for a friend and it
was rejected and HMA sent me back the money with a note : “Membership rejected” . When I went to ride last Sunday
Oct 18, 2020 at the check in gate the lady at the Gaurd shack said that my name and membership is not in the system
anymore. My concerns about the track are valid and legitimate regarding access to ride and safety regarding maintenance
and dust control . I find it that banning me from membership because of my concerns and bringing up issues that many
members also complain about is discrimination and goes against the intent of the Na’ala Hele Program and the founding
Governor John Waihee’s message and goal of the program .

Li Cobian
On Oct 22, 2020, at 11:57 AM, Cheung, Barry W <barry.w.cheung@hawaii.gov> wrote:


Li
I am sorry for this late response. We are heading to the Board tomorrow for the renewal of the RP. Please see the
link below for access the submittal. The Board meeting will be livestreamed via YouTube. If you intend to testify,
please send an email to the Board Secretary, Darlene (copied here). She needs to send you the link via Zoom.
https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/D-8.pdf
Thanks. Stay Healthy and Be Safe.
Barry

From: LIBRADO COBIAN <lbcobian@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Cheung, Barry W <barry.w.cheung@hawaii.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] HMA Kahuku Track Violated Covid Rules but only allows buddies to ride for the last 5 months.
DOCARE refuses HPD Covid Enforcement to enter stating they need permission from HMA . Unacceptable.
Barry when is the next Land Division RP Oahu Renewal Hearing . I believe it’s usually in October . Please see below
continued problems with HMA . Li Cobian

Begin forwarded message:
From: LIBRADO COBIAN <lbcobian@aol.com>
Date: September 13, 2020 at 6:12:39 PM HST
To: Suzanne D Case <suzanne.case@hawaii.gov>, David G Smith <David.G.Smith@hawaii.gov>, Aaron
Lowe <aaron.j.lowe@hawaii.gov>, Aaron Lowe Dlnr <michael.v.millay@hawaii.gov>
Cc: "Sen. Gil Riviere" <senriviere@capitol.hawaii.gov>, "Sen. Gil Riviere"
<senriviere@capitol.hawaii.gov>
Subject: HMA Kahuku Track Violated Covid Rules but only allows buddies to ride for the last 5
months. DOCARE refuses HPD Covid Enforcement to enter stating they need permission from HMA .
Unacceptable.

It is unacceptable that HMA select insiders gets to ride the Kahuku Motocross Park and only let a
select few insiders and their families to ride and use a excuse of Covid when they are breaking Covid
rules themselves, to keep anyone else from riding at the Park . The IRS has sent a cease and desist
order to HMA Inc. ( Hawaii Motosports Association Inc ) from operations and receiving income from
the Kahuku Track due to their $500,000.00 tax liability dept. HMA Inc. filed a new entity for profit
HMA Hawaii Motorsports Affiliation Corporation with DCCA to collect money for HMA Inc as a
accessory in aiding and abetting tax evasion for HMA . I filed a formal complaint to the IRS regarding
their scheme . For this reason The Track has been closed because HMA cannot collect money at the
track , the IRS is on them . The weekend of 9-12-20 HMA allowed ( as they have been for the last 5
months ) a select few to ride and camp out at the Kahuku track claiming they are doing maintenance
work and can’t let others ride due to COVID . The park is suppose to be for the benefit of the public
and for those that paid their year membership and NOT for a insider selfish group . That goes against
the intent and goal of a RP Revocable Permit for State Property to benefit the community and the
Public . I Mr. Li Cobian a paid park member , called the HPD on 9-13-20 and filed a complaint .
                             [ Mis.Pub report number was filed # 20527899 by Officer A. Ozoa Sunday 9-13-20
badge number No. 3213 of Wahiawa Precinct HPD 808-732-9700 Supervisor Sargeant Lozano . ].
                                                                                                  A Mis.Pub report number was filed #
20527899 by Officer A. Ozoa today Sunday 9-13-20 badge number No. 3213 of Wahiawa Precinct
HPD 808-732-9700 Supervisor Sargeant Lozano . The officer was super awesome really tried to get in
and DLNR DOCARE just pretty much blew him off . Ridiculous. HPD Covid Task Force in ATV quads
came and DLNR refused to allow them access and said they needed HMA's permission to enter . This is
completely unacceptable. Kahuku Track needs new management . For the last 3 years DLNR says they
are working on a RFP and nothing happens . Many members of the track are finally fed up and will be
also emailing DLNR . HMA and any pseudo associated HMA affiliation corporation needs to be removed
from management of this park and a Vetted reputable Vendor in compliance with a Certificate of
Vendor Compliance needs to take over . Not a entity that is NON Compliant in Taxes with the Federal
or State Government .. that is able to get a worthless   Certificate of Good Standings through BREG that
anyone with a address in Hawaii and a Point of Contact can obtain .    HMA’s RP needs to be
completely revoked . Li Cobian

